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LOS ALAMOS DP WEST PLUTONIUM FACILITY DECONTAMINATIONPROJECT 978-1981

.. .
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..
ABSTRACT
The DP West Plutonium Facility operated by the Los Alamoa National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico was decontaminated between April 1978 and
April 1981. The facility was constructed in 19U4-45 to produce plutoniun
metal and fabricate parts for nuclear weapons. It was continually used as a
plutoniun processing and research facility until mid-1978.
Decontamination operations included diamantllng and removing gloveboxes
and conveyor tunnels; removing process systems, utilities, and exhaust ducts:
and decontaminatingall remaining surfaces. This report describes glovebox
and conveyor tunnel separations,decontaminationtechniques,health and safety
considerations,waste management procedures, and costs of the operation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

&fore

commencing the decontamination opera-

Plutonium Facility at DP West Site desig-

tion, a general plan was formulated which was sub-

nated as Technical Area 21 (TA-21) at the Los

mitted to the Albuquerque Area Operations Office of

Alanos National Laboratory, Los Alsmos, New Mexico

the US Department of Emergy (DOE) for approval.

me

(Fig. 1) wss decontaminated during the period frcxn
April 1978 to April 1981.

The overall objective

NEW MEXICO

was to decontaminate three entire buildings and
portions of three others, a total of 5330 m2 of
floor space, to a level which would allow continued
occupancy for nonplutonium research operations.
Major elements of the decontamination project
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LOS ALAMOS Ccutn-f

included:
0

removal of process related service systems,

0

preliminary experimental decontaminationof

0

separation and

utilities, and exhaust systems;

plutonium contaminated gloveboxes:
packaging of

318 linear

meters of gloveboxes and 109 linear meters

-.

of connecting conveyor tunnels;
0

decontamination of

3500 m2

of

concrete

floors and 30,000 m2 of walls and ceilings:
0

develo~ent of techniques to measure residual plutonium levels through various surface coatings and materials; and

0

radiation surveys of decontaminated surfaces and equipnent items.

Fig. 1. Technical Area 21, Los Alanos, New Mexico.

The approved final management plan’ established

were part of the line-item construction funds for

that:

TA-55. ‘lhegroup also provided the project manager

o

the operation would be limited to Buildings

and par~time

2, 3, 4, 5, 150, and 286 (Fig. 2);

able about each roan or process.

o

high-activity liquid wastes would be re-

o

decontamination criteria muld

Group H-1 contributed experienced decontamination personnel who performed glovebox removal

processed rather than discarded:
be (1) no

operationa and directed subsequent decontamination

swipeable surface contamination, (2) fixed

work as well as the personnel required to provide

contamination not to exceed 1000 dislmfnl

health physics support.

100 cm2 alpha, or 1 mR/h beta-ganma at contact when measured with an

open-shield

..

Group ENG-1 provided an engineer to assist in
planning the project and to coordinate the craft
and equipnent support required of the Zia Company,

Geiger-Muller (GM) detector:
o

support from individuals knowledge-

decontamination operations would include

the DOEts maintenance contractor at IxIs Alamos.

(1) ranoval of all process equipnent s~h

The Zia Company assigned a full-time field engineer

as gloveboxes, punps, storage tanks, eto;

to work with the management team and to direct work

(2) removal ofcontaninated support process

performed by Zia Company personnel.

equipnent such as piping, ventilation duct-

A Health Division Task Force was created to

work, and drain lines cnly to the point

ensure that all aspects of health and safety were

where they exited the area being decontami-

considered.

Disciplines represented on the task

nated; (3) removal of internally contam-

force were

inated lines, ducts, etc., in areas such as

hygiene,

utility tunnels or attics; (4) removal of

surveillance.

walls, ceilings, and floors with contamina-

health

waste

physics, safety,

management,

and

industrial

environmental

Weekly management tean meetings were held to

tion in excess of recanmended levels; (5)

discuss progress and to schedule mrk

installationof a new floor cover and re-

for the followingmonth.

assignments

painting of all decontaminated wall and
ceiling surfaces prior to release of an

o

area: (6) ramcval of the industrial waste

The DP Site Plutoniun Facilities replaced the

sampling stationa and wells: (7) disconnec-

original D Building Plutoniun Facility in the LOS

tion of all services in the perimeter tun-

Alanos Technical Area (TA-1). Most of the facili-

nels; and (8) documentation of final re-

ties were constructed in 1944-1945 by moving in

maining surface contamination;

used warehouses and installing necessary equipnent

solid wastes generated by the operation

(Fig. 3).

would be disposed of or stored at an onsite

A

II. HISTORY OF DP SITE

Basically, the facility provided the capabil-

radioactive waste management site,

ity to produce metal and alloys of plutoniun and

TA-54, after being packaged according to

other transuranic elements from nitrate solution

current Los Alamos criteria. 2

feed stock; to fabricate these metals into preci-

l’A-54 iS

located 15 km from DP West.

sion shapes; to provide and install protective

Los Alamos management team was formed with

c1addings: to measure the chemical and physical

representatives fran the plutoniun Chemistry and
Metallurgy group (CMB-11), the Health Physics Group
(H-l), and

the

Engineering Constrmtion

group

properties of these metals and alloys: and to
permit recycling of scrap or materials used in
experiments so that these materials could be reused
rather than discarded.

(ENG-1).
Group CMB-11 was assigned the overall manage-

Additional safety and effluent treatment fea-

ment because the decontaminationcf TA-21 was considered W be the final step in the new plutoniwn

tures were soon required as control systems and
Some of the major
safety standards changed.

facility (TA-55) construction project.

changes or additiona between the evolution and

The 4.46

million dollars allocated for the decontamination

2

retirement of the site were the following.

.

-. “

..

m.

3

o

In 1968, personnel corridors between major
buildings were converted to ventilated air
locks.

0

In 1971, new roan exhaust air systems were
installed in plutoniun areas and utility
services were upgraded.

o

In

1973,

the

exhaust

filter

building

. -.

(TA-21-12), abandoned in 1959, was decommissioned.3
0

In 1974, a wet pipe sprinkler system was
installed throughout the plutonlun processing buildings.

o

In 1977, the transfer of equi.pnentto the
new TA-55 Plutoniun Facility began.

Fig. 3.

o

TA-21, DPWest, 1947.

In 1981, decontamination was ccanpletedand
the areas were transferred to new tenants

o

In 1949, plutonium gloveboxes were connected with short pass-throughtunnels.

0

In 1951, a semi-automatedmetal production

4, and 5, were prefabricated warehouses,’they were

line was put into operation.

placed on l.1-m high concrete stem walla to provide

A facility

was canpleted for recovering plutoniun in
dilute residues.

0

Secondary containment

the necessary overhead space inside the rocms.

A

typical wall section for these buildings is shown

rocms were constructed around potentially

in Fig. 5.

hazardous operations.

structed to provide more floor space. Metal joists,

In 1952, a liquid waste treatment plant was

metal decking, metal lath, and plaster were used

constructed. This treatment plant, struc-

for floors and ceilings in these areas.

ture TA-21-35, was replaced by a new treat-

0

(Fig. 4).
Because the first structures, Buildings 2, 3,

In some rooms, mezzanines were con-

Building 150 construction is unique to the

ment plant, TA-21-257 and was decommis-

rest of the *process facilities.

sioned in 1968.

primarily concrete and masonry with metal joists.

The building is

In 1956, the plutoniun metallurgical and

It has a full basement which housed most of the

metal

process support equipnent and service piping.

fabrication systems were rebuilt.

A

Conveyor tunnel systems were placed above

cross section of a F.?uilding
150 wall is shown in

the gloveboxes, allowing improved plutonlun

Fig. 6.

transfer capabilities and personnel passage
under the tunnels.
0

In 1959, a nuclear Criticality alarm sYStem
based on detection of gamma radiation was
installed. The process exhaust system was
separated from the plant exhaust system.

..

‘lhenew system included a high-efficiency
filtration

system

located

in

Building

.

TA-21-146.
0

In 1963, a new plutoniun fuels development
building

(Building TA-21-150) was

con-

struoted.
0

In 1967, a new liquid wsate treatment plant
(TA-21-257)waa constructed.
Fig. 4.

TA-21, DP West after decontamination,1981.
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and 5.
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SECTION

BUILDING

150

Typical wall section, Building 150.

III. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

Washing would also be a slow and hazardous process.

Glovebox Decontamination

The equipment used for the washing is shown in Fig.

Early in the planning of the operation, it

7.

became apparent that perhaps the most difficult

The first 20 gloveboxes available for experi-

task would be the safe removal and disposal/storage

mental decontamination were subjected to numerous

of the gloveboxes and conveyor systems used for

wash-rinse cycles (Appendix A).

plutonium processing.

the plutonium levels remaining in the box were

Between cycles,

measured by NaI surveys and the change in measured

gloveboxes to a level that would permit nonretriev-

plutonium content was compared to the quantity of

able shallow trench disposal rather than the more

plutonium measured in

costly 20-year storage required for transuranic

Some of the information gained from washing opera-

(TRU) waste contaminated to levels greater than
238
10 nCi 239Pu or 100 nCi
Pu per gram of waste.

tions includes:
o

If successful, decontaminating the gloveboxes in

.

WALL

A.

Considerationwas given to decontaminatingthe

.-

~dCONC.SLA13
ON
owJwTEo EARTH
–J

one aoid wash-water rinse cycle removed
approximately 85% of the plutonium in the
gloveboxes;

place would provide additional benefits in that the
boxes would be safer to separate and the lower plu-

the wash-rinse solution.

0

the plutonium content in a glovebox that

tonium levels would facilitate future size reduc-

had been wet wiped but had not been washed

tion.

would likely contain nine times more plu-

However, the acid wash solutions used for

the decontamination operation would require neu-

tonium than initially measured by NaI sur-

tralization, solidification, and disposal/storage.

veys due to contaminationhidden in cracks,

separation. Careful planning and thorough instruction of each member of the glovebox separation team
resulted In such a successful operation that use of
the air lock and tent was eliminated for the remaining 120 glovebox and 16 conveyor
rations

c.

tunnel

sepa-

(Fig. 8).

ContaminationHistory
During the early stages of the operation,past

-..

records were searched extensively to identify all
potential residual contamination sources and locations.

Health

Physics survey

and

occurrence

records dating back to 1945 were removed frcm the
archives and reviewed. Lists of recorded spills or
of contamination

releases

ccinpiledfor each

were

room. l%,isinformation was very useful in deciding
whether to remove internal walls, floors, building
utilities, and soil.
Fig. 7.

Glovebox washing and vacuuning apparatus.
IV.
corners, and other shielded locations.

o

Cecontaninationoperations

If

performed

during

a glovebox was washed before being survey-

this project were directed by experienced individ-

ed, the difference between the measured and

uals

actual plutonium anounts was a factor of

Deccsmnissioning
Section based in the Health Physics

five with the actual being the higher;

Group.

the plutonium content of most gloveboxes

cians had years of experience in equipment and

COU1 d

o

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

be

measured

by

taking

readings

frcm the

Laboratoryts

Decontamination and

These four to five supervisors and techni-

facility

decontamination

involving

plutoniun.

through gloveports using new 25-roil un-

Because only these few experienced individuals were

leaded gloves (Appendix B); and

available for assignment to this project, some six

surveys indicated glovebox contamination
levels could be reduced to a nonretrievable
level by numerous wash cycles, but due to
the large solution volumes, the work should
be performed in a well-equipped decontamination facility with proper waste handling
and ventilation systems.

me

efforts required in decontaminatingthe 20

gloveboxes indicated that the decontamination project funding and schedule would not permit washing
gloveboxes to nonretrievable levels.

The decision

was made to proceed with glovebox

removal and

..

storage as retrievable TRU waste.
B.

Glovebox Separations

.

Another early concern about glovebox removal
was that separating the individual gloveboxes would
be difficult because several boxes were large and
in sane cases wcrking space was limited.

Portable

collapsible plyvmod and plastic tent enclosures
with air locks were used on the first glovebox

6

Fig. 8.

Glovebox-conveyortunnel separations.

to eight additional, inexperiencedtechnicians were
hired to assist with decontaminationoperations.
A full-scale startup during early phases of
the operation was precluded until the process-byprocess transfer of operations to the new plutoniun
facility was complete.

..

Building utilities were

canpletely operational during this period, even
though much of the system was not being used.

For

the first several months personnel warked in glove-

-*

boxes and portions of various isolated rooms as

Fig. 9.

Northeast side of Building 150.

they becsme available.
As soon as all areas were available, the
general plan was implemented and the decontamination and release of areas in an east-to-west
direction began.

This plan allowed systematic

access control to rooms and building areas with a
well-defined contaminated-area/clean-area interface.
The

steps to

decontaminate and

eventually

release each of the buildings described in this
section included:
0

removal of process equipnent and utilities

0

removal of gloveboxes and conveyor tunnels:

0

removal of

I,fl

to permit glovebox removal;

remaining process equipment,

awulc

Fig. 10. Floor plan of Building 150.

including air exhaust systems and drain
238
Pu heat sources for space electric power appli-

line systems;
0

0

removal

of

contaminated nonload-bearing

ous plutoniun-containingceramic materials as po-

decontaminationof remaining floors, walls,

tential fuels for application in the Liquid Metal

ceilings, and utility service systems:
final radiation/contaminationsurveys:

ment of isotopic powered heat sources

0

spot decontamination and resurvey if con-

as the fuel for powering artificial organs.

tamination was located;

0

using

Few contamination incidents had occurred in

painting of walls and ceilings and install-

this building; however, releases had occurred in

ing of llnoleun on floors; and

Rooms 603 through 607.

release to new occupants.

New occupants received an indoctrinationand a
final condition report for their assigned area.

-.

Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) Progran, and develop238M

0

0

.-

cations, investigationof the suitability of vari-

wall partitions:

The areas had been cleaned

to a low swipe count and painted to contain the
contamination. Three trouble areas where plutoniun
contamination was know included (a) the roof over

The report contained site drawings and post decon-

Room 605A, which had become contaminated during a

tamination pictures plus special health physics

release frcm a hood vent in 1970: (b) the outside

control procedures for the area and site.

dock east of Room 607 contaminated in 1970; and (c)

A.

Building 150

some basement areas around vacuun punps which had a

Building 150 (Figs. 9 and 10) was built in

history of oil leakage under the punp bases.

1963 as a plutoniun fuels develo~ent building with

Removal of process equipnent such as chilled

glovebox lines perpendicular to a north-south over-

circulating water system piping, industrial liquid

head conveyor tunnel systen.

waste lines, vacuum lines, and air exhaust systems

Sane of the programs

the building sup~rted included development of

presented few difficulties because most of the pro-

7

cess piping was exposed in the building basement
(Fig. 11).
Because of the ample wcrk space and the ability to remove wall sections under the material conve~.r tunnel (Fig. 12), gloveboxes and conveyor
tunnels were easily separated for removal. Approximately

il~ m of

tunnels

were

gloveboxes and 4Q m of conveYor

removed.

..

The conveyor was separated

into seven sections for packaging and storing as
retrievable waste.

process air exhaust were also r~oved

(Fig. 13).

Water lines, compressed air lines, etc., were removed to the basement and capped.

..

/*\

The remaining process utility lines and the

_-

f-”

\
\

The room air

exhaust system was cleaned to the filter plenun
located outside and northeast of the building. The
fresh air supply system had low-level contamination
on sane internal surfaces so the complete system
The entire roof

was renoved and later replaced.

surface was removed and replaced with a new tar and
gravel roof.

The circulating chilled-water system

was drained and flushed until no activity could be
detected in the water.

It was left in place at the

asphalt and
request of the incoming occupants. ‘l’he
soil near the outside dock east of Ro~

607 were

removed (Fig. 14).
After removal of all detectable contamination
by a decontamination crew and dsmp wiping or mopping of all interior surfaces by a janitorial crew,

Fig. 12. Building 150, removable wall under conveyor tunnel.

all surfaces were monitored by health physics personnel. ‘1’he
walls were painted, new sheet linoleun

..

—_._.
Fig. 11.

________

,

Building 150 basement, overhead utilities.

Fig. 13. Removal of process air exhaust, Building
150.

.-

.-.

Fig. 14. Removal of asphalt and decontaminationo!
loading dock, Building 150.
floor covering was installed, and photographs were
taken for final documentation

(Fig. 15).

The

building was released to the Inorganic and Struc-

Fig. 15. Typical room after decontamination.

m

i

tural Chemistry Group (CNC-4) of the Laboratory’s
Chemistry-NuclearCnemistry Division.
B.

hilding 5
Ewilding 5 (Figs. 16 and 17) was the plutoniun

metal fabrication facility. In 1963, Room 506 was
constructed to
needed to

house

electrorefining equipnent

Also in 1963, roan 500A was added to house an air

In

Building

5

decontamination

operations

became more complicated. Instead of process piping

nels and gloveboxes.

being accessible in a basement, piping dropped from
the gloveboxes into o.s-m deep, 0.6-M wide trenches

the production of plutonium metal and metal alloys

(Fig. 18) then traversed each room to 1.2-m x 1.2-M

and the fabrication of precision plutoniwn parts

utility tunnels which extended around the entire

for nuclear devices in support of the Laboratory’s

perimeter

National Security prograns. In 1964, Rocms 530-534

congested tunnels included water, stesm supply and

were added to provide additional fabrication and
testing facilities.

-.

Northwest side of Building 5.

drying system for air supply to the conveyor tun-

Work conducted in Building 5 centered around

..

Fig. 16.

produce high-purity plutonium metal.

lhis addition had a basement

of the building

(Fig. 19).

Piping in the

return, industrial waste sewer, caustic supply and
return, heliun, argon, air,

tvm

chilled water

for electrical panels, waste lines, and other

supplies, and return systems and hot water.

service systems.

entire electrorefining glovebox lines in Roan 506

239Pu for the
Until 1974 all work was with
238
weapons progran.
In 1975,
Pu was introduced

before starting the decontamination of the rest of

into one glovebox chain in Roan 500 for limited

Building 5.

research work on testing of high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters.

The

had been relocated to the new plutonium facility

The first step was to free the gloveboxes for
renoval.

Tinners. fitters, and electricians re-

.
9

-.

.-.

-

Owulc

Fig. 17. Floor plan of Building 5.

moved all utilities down to the point of entry to
the trenches except for one connection to the pro-

Fig. 18. Typical floor trench in Euilding 5 before
removal of utilities.

cess air exhaust system. Part of the exhaust ductwork was replaced with an extra-long flexible wire-

after removal of the concrete floor surface and

mold hose to permit movement of the box while main-

removal of plaster from the more highly contami-

taining a vacuun during separation (Fig. 20).

In

nated walls (Fig. 24) that the ganma survey instruAfter pipes in the room

some cases utility lines were embedded in the con-

ments could be employed.

crete floor (Fig. 21).

trenches were removed, the trenches were decontami-

me

gloveboxes were also more difficult to re-

move than those in Ruilding 150.

nated to a no-swipe level and filled with concrete.

They were larger,

The perimeter utility tunnels were decontami-

had more external equigrnentconnected to them, had

nated by removing highly contaminated lines, i.e.,

larger openings at the separation points, and (par-

vacuun, liquid waste, and circulating water lines.

ticularity in Room 500) had less space between

All other lines were isolated, sealed, and aban-

boxes (Fig. 22).

doned in place because the tunnels could not have

l%e material conveyor tunnels presented new

been totally decontaminated without destroying the
Cranped working quar-

problems in that there were interconnectingtunnel

integrity of the building.

systems (Fig. 23) and there were fewer gloveports

ters with limited egress were thought too hazardous

for cleaning and inspecting.

to warrant additional decontamination effort.

In one case, a sec-

Al1

tion 18 m in length was disconnected and lowered

entrances to the tunnels were eliminated by filling

for further separation into shorter lengths at

the openings with concrete except at the north and

floor level.

south ends of the building.

Removal of equipnent,

gloveboxes,

and conveyor

tunnels was followed by removal of surface contamination.

These entrances for

Buildings 2 and 5 tunnels were covered with locked
metal covers (Fig. 25).

The task was complicated by many coats of

The attics were in much better condition than

paint applied to contaminated walls and floors

would be normally expected at a 33-year-old facil-

during the 33 years of use.

ity because they were cleaned during the 1974 ven-

mentation wuld

Alpha survey instru-

not detect plutonium through the

tilation and fire protection upgrading project.

paint, yet the background was too high for gamma

All accessible services were danp-wiped,monitored,

radiation surveys to be meaningful.

and spray painted with an asphalt emulsion.

10
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Fig. 20.

Glovebox ready for separation.

Fig. 22.

Typical glovebox line in Buildlng 5.

..

Fig. 21.

12

Utility lines embedded in concrete,
Building 5.

Fig. 23.

Glovebox tunnel connection in Building 5.
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Building 4, location of decontaminated
areas.

Fig. 26.

c.

Building 4
Only part of Building 4 (Fig. 26) was decon-

taminated since ongoing operations continued in
Rooms 401

and 402 occupied by the Irradiated

Materials, Examination and Handling Group (CMB-14)
and in the south half of the building

by the

Physical Chemistry and Metallurgy Group (CMB-8).
E?othgroups were able to continue normal operations
during the decontaminationof the 401E and 406 roan
areas with minimal downtime.
Fig. 25.

Metal covering over utility tunnel
entrance.

1.

Ro.@I401-E and Support Rooms 401-A. 401-B,

and UO1-C
From 1945 until 1948, Room 401, which was

After decontamination, which included the removal

later divided into 401–E and 401, was a development

of some 85 m2 of plaster from walls and ceilings

laboratory for plutoniun research.

and 240 m2 of concrete floor surface, the walls and

taminated in 1948 and was converted to an enriched

ceilings were replastered and painted.

.4

The floors

uranium hydride production area.

It was decon-

In 1960 all

were leveled and covered with sheet linoletnn. In

hydride equipnent was removed, the area was again

Room 501 a new 8- to 10-cm concrete

decontaminated. and a hot cell for the examination

floor was

poured before laying the linoleun.
The building was assigned to two Laboratory
groups. The north half, including all of ROOm 500,

..

of irradiated plutonium and enriched uraniun fuel
elements was constructed on the west side of the
roan.

is used by the Electronics Division for fuel cell

In 1965 a partition in Room 401 created rocm

studies. lhe south half is assigned to the Labora-

401-E in which two glovebox lines were installed to

tory!s Plutoniun Chemistry and Metallurgy Group as

sup~rt 238Pu metal production work.

a photographic processing facility.

decontaminated early in the decontamination project

This area was

along with the three support areas (Fig. 27).

“..

.,

O?AFwlc

Fig. 27.

Floor plan of roan 401-E and adjoining
8upport rocms.

The gloveboxes in 401E were similar
in Euilding

Fig. 28.

to those

Glovebox in rooms 401-E.

150 in that they were linked by circu-

lar connecting ports which facilitated separation.
The 16 m of gloveboxes (Fig. 28) were raoved

in

approximatelytwo weeks.
Because the process piping was less canplicated than in other major areas such as Buildings 5
and 150, this area was the first to undergo all the
steps in the decontaminationoperation and was the
first to be released.
TWO previous decontamination (1948, 1960) and
the absence of serious plutonium-238 contamination
resulted in the roans being easily decontaminated.

-c

Room trenches were filled with concrete after decontamination to a no-swipe level using procedures
described for Building 5.

Fig. 29.

Floor plan of room 406 and adjoining
support rooms.

The walls were repainted

and new linoleun was installed.
The utility tunnels for this building were not

2.

in the scope of this project since all utilities

and 407

Room 406 and Support Rooms 403. 404, 405,

had to be preserved for operations in the other

Contamination levels in this area (Fig. 29)

The tunnels, however, are

were similar to those in Building 5, since it had
been used as 239Pu and 238Pu metal preparation area

parts of the building.

not as contaminated as the Building 5 tunnels.
The process air exhaust system in Roan 401-E
was removed to the north wall and capped off to

during the early years.

Extensive decontamination

was required since Room 406 also had a history of

Rocms 401W,

spills dating back as early as 1948. The floor had

401-A, UO1-B, and 401-C were transferred to the

been painted to contain contamination at leaSt 25

Laboratory’s Inorganic and

times between 1948 and 1970.

allow easy reuse by future occupants.

Structural Cnemistry

Group (CNC-4) for low-level chemistry work with
transuranic elements.

The 12.7 m of gloveboxes were removed, the
process exhaust was removed, and the roan trenches
were filled with concrete. The walls were free of
contamination;however, 12 m2 of floor surface area
required removal. Services in the utility tunnels

14

..

had to remain to support ongoing operations in the

lhe main overhead

rest of the building. The walls were painted, new

other

linoleun was installed, and the rooms were trans-

painted,

ferred to the Inorganic and Structural Chemistry

leased

Group (CNC-4).

Metallurgy

D.

,“

conduit

to

side rooms was decontaminated, sealed,

south

and
to the

left

Laboratory’s

Group

‘l13eroans

in place.

Physical

(CMB-8) as

were

re-

Chemistry

and

additional storage

Building 3

space and solution makeup area for their adjoining

The decontamination operation in Building 3

enriched uraniun recovery operations.

was confined to Room 308 and adjoining support
rooms (Fig. 30).

..

service bus

electrical

The rest of the building was

E.

Building 2
Building 2 (Fig. 32), had a history of spills
In addition to nunerous gloveboxes

excluded because the north half of the building,

and releases.

occupied by the Inorganic and Structural Chemistry

used for dissolution and recovery of plutoniun and

Group, had earlier been isolated from the main

storage of241Am

plant complex and because

the

enriched

uranium

wastes, the building houseda

scrap incinerator, solvent extraction columns, and
Unlike the other

scrap recovery operations continued in the re-

a liquid-waste-loading

maining southside rooms.

buildings, Building 2 had 165 cylindrical stainless

!Xring decontamination operations, exterior

area.

steel liquid storage tanks and several 3.8-m colThe difficulties

doors from the work area were sealed and a fence

unns to contend with (Fig. 33).

erected to eliminate possible tracking of con-

of handling and transferring plutoniun solutions
not only from glovebox to glovebox but also frcxn

tamination and to control traffic.
The records search indicated that Room 308 was

room to roan had resulted in many solution spills

possibly the most highly contaminated room to be
239
Pu had been
Plutonium-238 and

and extensive floor contamination.

processed in the room in old gloveboxes (Fig. 31)

physics technician (HPT) separated the

and nunerous contamination incidents had occurred.

tanks, columns, and lines.

decontaminated.

A team of two pipefitters

and one health
storage

This operation was

The decontamination approach was similar to that

begun as early as possible in 1978 to avoid the

used in all the other buildings, except in Room 308

maintenance that would be required if the tanks

almost all wrk

required respirators.

The west

wall and a portion of the ceiling plaster were
highly contaminated and had to be removed.

were unattended until the regular decontamination
crews arrived in Building 2.

These

walls and ceilings were replastered and painted.

..

-.

-Ic

Fig. 30. Floor plan of Room 308 and adjoining
support rocms.

Fig. 31.

Gloveboxes in room 308.
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Fig. 32. Floor plan of Suilding 2.
thi S

Decontaminating
problems
were

not

previously

generally

more

A plastic

buildings.

presented

building

‘lhe floors

encountered.

contaminated
enclosure

than

similar

in other
to the one

used for a glovebox separation was constructedover
the floor utility trenches in. Room 201.

It WSS

Fig. 33. Storage tanks and colunn in Suiiding 2.

used to control air flow during the removal of
process piping and during initial decontamination
operations.

A section of external wall on the

northeast side of the building required surface
removal.

In Room 213, a large glovebox that had a

wall in ccinmonwith a room wall and two satellite
gloveboxes required a sl.multaneousseparation in
two directions (Fig. 34).

The section of utility

tunnel between Roans 213 and 218 was known to be
highly contaminated.

lhe tunnel was entered fran

above and approximately 0.5 m3 of soil containing
approximately

13 grams of 239Pu and 241Am were

renoved.
All other aspects of the decontamination and
release operation were similar to those described
for the other areas.
lhe building was assigned to the Environmental
Studies Group

(L?&)

of

the

Laboratory’s Life

..

%iences Division. It wI1l be modified to provide
the group offices and chemistry labs.
F.

Building 286
8uilding 286, a 350-m2 metal warehouse build-

ing with metal franing/drywallpartitions (Fig. 35)

16

Fig. 34.

Gloveboxes ready for separation in tkm
directions.

MCERS
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Fig. 36.

Fig. 35. Floor plan of Building 286.

The well from Building 2 COllapsed during

was built in 1972. Roans 100 and 103 were used as
storage vaults for plutonium solutions.

The rest

of the building was used for equipment and material

removal. The rubble was loaded into plastic-lined,
tarpaulin-covered dunp trucks and transported to
TA-54.

storage.

Location of acid waste sampling wells.

After removal of the acid wells, contami-

lMe northeast corner of roan 100 was known to

nated soil was removed to the point where further

be highly contaminated under the paint and between

excavation wuld jeopardize the adjoining buildings

the drywall separating roans 100 and 102 due to a

or could best be removed at a later date when the

plutonium nitrate solution leak.

The rest of the

waste lines are decanmissioned. The remaining con-

vault area was suspect, but the other roans were

tamination was documented as to amounts and locations and the pits were backfilled with clean soil.

essentially contamination free.
The building was decontaminated and trans-

The contaminated pit walls were sprayed with aa-

ferred to H-1 as a warehouse for decontamination

phalt to alert personnel excavating in the area in

equipnent.

the future.

G.

Outside Areas
me

project also

Although the acid well removal was the only
removed

five

industrial

liquid-waste collection and sampling wells.

planned external work, the records search indicated

The

considerable contamination existed southeast of

wells were at the northeast corners of the four

Building 2 under the asphalt covering and in an

original buildings and the northwest corner of

abandoned acid line between Buildings 2 and 3.

Building 150 (Fig. 36).

The original well struc-

Eighty cubic meters of soil and 13.2 m of pipe were

tures for Buildinga 2, 3, 4, and 5 were 4.65 m deep

removed and the area was resurfaced with asphalt to

and 1.5 m in diameter and constructed of brick.

match remaining paved areas.

Stainless steel liners were added later.

The re-

Tne asphalt driveways around the buildings

inforced concrete structure for ~ilding

150 was

were surveyed. .%11 from several small areas rang2
ing from 0.1 to 0.3 m in SiZe was found to be

1.8 m x 1.8 m x 4.65 m deep.
remaining liquids were pmped

Prior to removal, the
from the wells and

above acceptable limits and was removed.

dry cement placed in each well to absorb any free
water. When the cement had set, approximately 1.5
m of urethane foam was sprayed on top of it.
Four of the five wells were raoved

v.

HEALTH PHYSICS
Group H-1 was responsible for worker protec-

in one

tion and for providing trained technicians for

piece by exposing them as much as possible with a

radiation monitoring of jobs and decontaminated

backhoe then pulling them out with a crane.

areas.

All

surfaces were then sprayed with asphalt and the

A health physics section was maintained at

the facility throughout the operation. The section

structures were wrapped in plaatic and tarpaulins

was supervised by a staff health physicist.

and trans~rted to TA-54.

porting to the health physicist was a supervisor

Re-

who functioned as the first-line supervisor of the
technioisn crew which ranged in size frcm tm

to

six when the operation peaked in 1979 and 1980.

and no change in operation or in protective requirements was allowed without approval by the
operations and health physics supervisor.

lhe decontamination section technicians per-

The permit was initiated following a near-miss

formed extensive surveys while performing their

exposure incident in October 1979.

jobs

incident resulted from a field decision to use a

to

determine the

efforts.

effectiveness of

their

Their knowledge of radiation protection

~wer

Since this

saw instead of a hand saw to remove a section

and monitoring allowed them to proceed with minimal

of contaminated sheet rock dry wall, the investiga-

health

ting ccxnmittee reccxnmended tighter controls on

physics support.

physics section was

However, the

responsible for

health

providing

operations and field changes.

health physics support for decontamination per-

The RWP caused some delays while personnel

sonnel and their operations as well as for the

became accustomed to ensuring that the permit was

construction contractor!s

available when needed.

activities..

Health

It soon proved very valu-

physics personnel also performed the final release

able In assuring that personnel were protected and

surveys, documented the results of these surveys,

that changes were reviewed. Decontaminationactiv-

and provided new occupants with information con-

ities were monitored by HPTs either continuouslyor

cerning restrictions and conditions pertaining to

intermittently,commensurate with the requirements

their assigned area.

identified in the RWP.

All workers were required

This section describes the health physics pro-

to wear thermoluminescentdosimetry (TLD) badges.

gram elements and reports results of these program

Figure 37 shows monitoring activities during dacon-

el=ents where appropriate.

tanination operations.

A.

Personnel Protection

Special personnel monitoring procedures in-

I?eforebeing assigned to the project, workers
were

required to

submit

a

plutonium bioassay

cluded wound counting4 and urine and fecal sampling.5

The criteris for these procedures follow

(urine) sample, have an in-vivo measurement for

along

plutoniun, and be quantitatively fitted for full-

findings.

face respirators.

.. .

with

results

concerning

frequency

and

Workers thereafter submitted

quarterly bioassay samples and participated in an
annual in-vivo measurement.

Special in-vivo meas-

urements were performed following a few suspected
exposures (see below).
Cn assignment to the project, workers attended
a health physics indoctrinationlecture. Among the
topics addressed were (a) clothing requirements,
(b) dosimetry badges, (c) respiratory protection,
(d) eating and smoking regulations, (e) contamination control and use of self-monitoringinstruments
at exits frctnradiation areas, (f) nasal smears,
(g) wound counting, and (h) site and work area
alarms.
Each wark crew was assigned an HFT whose pri-

..

mary responsibilitywas to keep personnel radiation
exposures as low as practicable. To implenent this

..

responsibility,the Radiation Work Permit (RWP) was
initiated by operations personnel, submitted to the
health physics supervisor for identification of
radiation protection requirements,and a copy given
to the HPT.

la

No job was performed without the RWP

Fig. 37. Health physics monitoring during glovebox
separation.

A part of the training for the H~

assigned to

a work crew was documenting and responding to

This pro-

wounds because the nature of the work resulted in

the plutonium chemistry and metallurgy group and

nunerous minor skin scratches, abrasions, or punc-

ended when the area was transferred to the new

Although the Laboratory’s plutoniwn wound

occupant. This sequence was later incorporated in

tures.

count procedures address many wound and injury

. ..

proper indoctrinationof new occupants.

cedure began with the termination of operations by

the project management plan.

situations, the baaic rules for the minor wound

The procedure called for personnel from the

were that a wound count would be required if the

operations group to remain and ensure that the

(a) if

gloveboxes were given an initial cleaning to remove

alpha contamination was found in the vicinity of

all accountable levels of plutoniun and to guide

the wound; (b) if alpha contamination was found on

the crafts through the removal of special equipment

the object causing the wound; or (c) if the object

and utilities frcm the gloveboxes, which becane

causing the @und

known as the predecontaminationphase.

round oocurred in a plutoniun work area ~
‘.

could not be monitored but was

The room or area was then transferred to the

suspected for any reason of being contaminated; or
(d) if the
requested

worker

or

a plutonium

Seventy-five
counted

during

measurable

such
the

anount

A progran

his
wound

of

supervisor

Supervisor of the DeccrnmissioningSection.

specifically

wounds

operation.

were
None

reported
contained

and
a

and conveyor tunnels and removed high levels of
contamination. Skilled craftsmen removed contaminated services and miscellaneous equipnent, and

plutoniun.

for collecting fecal samples follow-

ing potential exposures was initiated at Los Alanos

janitors and laborers removed lesser contaminated
strmtures and surfaces.
The health physics section of H-1, which to

in 1973. The program requires collection of fecal
samples if any of these situations occur: (a) in-

this ~int

troduction of plutoniun into tissue, to the extent

sonnel to the craft and decontcminator crews, then

that levels exceed 2 nCi by the plutoniun wound

took over the area to ensure that the decontamination effort met release criteria and that any re-

from

maining contaminationwas documented. Final survey

plutonium-bearing solutions which

result,

reports were prepared for each room and building.

nation in excess of 10,000 dis/min with a 60-cm2

When contamination levels in an area met pre-

alpha air proportional probe, or in a plutoniun

determined release criteria, new flooring was in-

wound count of the burn area In excess of 2 nCi;

stalled, the walls were painted orange to alert

(c) facial contamination before decontamination in

future occupants of possible contamination, and a

excess of 40,000 dis/min on an alpha probe near the

final condition report was prepared for each rocm

nose or mouth or on the face as the result of a

and building. A meeting was then held with the new

leaky respirator: or (d) nose swipes (either side)

occupants to discuss future use restrictions and

in excess of 500 dis/min before blowing nose or

health physics control program requirements.

showering.

c.

on six occasions, personnel were requested to
submit fecal sanples because of a nose swipe in
excess of 500 dis/min.

-.

had been providing heslth physics per-

monitor: (b) chemical burns (acidic or alkaline)

after attempts to decontaminate, in skin contami-

.-

Decon-

ta?ninatorsfrom this section separated gloveboxes

count.

Levels in these samples

Radiation Oetectlon Instruments Used For Final
Surveys
1. Alpha Survey Instruments
Since weapons-grade plutoniun,

238
Pu, and

were less than the minimum detection level for plu-

241
Am were the primary contaminants, and since the

ton~un and americium.

main project objective was to ensure surface alpha

B.

Transfer Procedures and Final Release Surveys

contaminationlevels were below 1000 dis/min direct

In January 1979, a Standard OPerating Proce-

reading and 400 dis/min swipeable, alpha detection

dure (SOP) was developed for final survey of the

instruments played a major role in radiation sur-

areas and eventual transfer of the areas to new

veys, particularly in the final release surveys.

occupants. The SOP was required to ensure proper

‘Me two portable instruments

surveys were performed and documented and to ensure

Portable Alpha Counter Model 7 (PAC-7) and the

used were the Eberline

19

Ludlun Model 139. The type used depended primarily

dosimetry badge exposures were made to demonstrate

on availability; however, each had desirable fea-

that beta-ganma levels were below 0.25 mremlh or

tures for certain situations. The approximaterein_

500 mrem/year based on a 40-hour-per-week,50-weeks

imwn detection level that could be detected using

per- year

either instrument in the field was 400 dfs/min.

dosimetry badge results showed beta-gamma radiation

The PAC-7 is a small, lightweight,

levels

battery-

operated count-rate meter with an integrally connected air proportional detector (Fig. 38).

occupancy factorO

were

not

l’hermoluninescent

significantly different

than

natural background levels for the area.

The

lhe instnsnent used most frequently for beta-

clip-on meter module contained the meter and speak-

gmna

er and was connected to the main case of the in-

E-112B meter (Fig. 39) and a 3-an diamo by 16-cM
long halogen-filled GM tube with 30 mg/cm3 stain-

strument. by a coil cord.

The detector was an Eberline Model AC-24C
attached directly to the electronics package with a

surveys of building surfaces wcs the Eberline

less steel wall.

It detects photon radiation from

The detection range was 0-20 mR/h with a typical

imately 50Z: active detector area was 60 CM2.

background reading of 0.1 mR/h.

instrunent!smajor drawback was the 12.7-cM height

A Ludlm

Model 14 was occasionally used in-

and fixed detector which prevented using the in-

stead of the E-112B.

strument in congested areas Such as piping chases

had basically the same detection capabilities as

and under gloveboxes.

operated alpha survey Instrument with a cable connected detector.

It used the sane probe end

the Eberline E-112B.

‘IbeLudlun Fbdel 139 is a portable, battery_

All beta-gamma radiation

final surveys of areas were performed with the
detector shield open.

lhe detector was an air propor.

Neutron Survey Instrument

3.

tlonal detector with an 0.8 mg/cm2 aluminizedmylar

Neutron surveys were

performed to measure

window. The active area was 50 cm2 and the instru-

neutron radiation levels throughout the facility.

ment had approximately50% efficiency.

‘kleS(3

2.

Beta and Gamma Survey Instruments

smface

SUrVeyS

were

perfo~ed

using an Eberline

Portable Neutron REM Counter, Model pNR-4.

Beta-gamma surveys were made to verify that
radiation levels were less than 1.0 mR/h.

detector,

which is a

22.9-cm (9-in)- diameter,

cadmiun-loaded polyethylene sphere

bilities of this counter.

detector

areas were to be released for occupancy by nonradiation

workers,

long-term

In

addition to making surveys with this counter, the

Levels were found to be below the detection capaSince the laboratory

,’

20 keV to several MeV and beta radiation >200 keV.

Type C connector. Efficiency for alpha was approxThe

.. -

system

with a BF
3
in the center, was used with a scaler

to

make

fixed

location

measurements

thermoluminescent

. -i
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Eberline Portable Alpha Detector Model 7.

Fig. 39.

Portable beta-ganma Eberline Meter Model
E-112B.

..-

>
Fig. 40.

Battery-operatedprtable phoswich
detector.

throughout the facility.

This system was capable

of measuring much lower neutron radiation levels
than was the PNR-4 and results of these measurements

verified

that

neutron

levels

were

not

significantlyabove background levels in the area.
4.
A

‘Phoswichn Detector
Los

Alsmos-developed phoswich (~phor
6
sandwich) detector, which consists of a NaI crys-

-=

tal backed by a CSI crystal, and measures lowenergy photon radiation, such as plutonium x rays,

.

was used extensively throughout the operation to
detect

subsurface

plutonium.

The

detector,

electronics, and scaler were housed individually
(Fig. 40).

The electronics included an aural ~>

per used when background noise levels permitted.
Because the phoswich is very sensitive to
Fig. 41.
scattered radiation, it could not be used in an
area

housing

plutonium gloveboxes and

process

equipment or in a highly contaminated area.
contamination levels

..

-.

were

reduced,

it

Phoswich detector on rack for wall monitoring.

Once

VI.

becae

DECONTAMINATIONTECHNIQUES
Decontamination personnel performed the high-

extremely useful in locating hot spots such as

level,

those in cracks or under paint on concrete floors.

separations, and

Phoswich readings also helped establish worker pro-

requiring specialized techniques or

tection requirements,because below-surface contam-

These special decontamination techniques are de-

high-risk glovebox
the

and

conveyor tunnel

structural decontamination
equipnent.

ination levels could be estimated with some confi-

scribed in the rest of this section.

dence.

nation activities involving low-level contamination

Phoswich sensitivity for painted-over plu-

tonium is about 10,000 dis/min.

Decontami-

Its use also

and use of conventional cleaning techniques such as

assured that no painted-over high-level spot was

washing with soap and water were performed by ZIA

left behind.

Ccxnpanypersonnel.

Surfaces with contamination detect-

able with the phoswich were cleaned or removed.
Figures 41 and 42 show the phoswich being used for
wall and ground surface surveys.

A.

Glovebox and Conveyor Tunnel Separation
Although glovebox washing was not continued,

experiences gained from working in and around these
gloveboxes were extremely valuable and aided in
accanplishingthe glovebox work.

21
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Fig. 42. Ground surface surveys with phoswIcn
detector.
The rationale for preparing gloveboxes and
tunnels for separation was to complicate future
size reduction operations as little as possible by
minimizing painting, foaming, etc.

After a few

successful separations, cleaning and painting the
separation area and the adjacent 30 cm in both
directions became standard procedure. The lack of
gloveport openings in sane long sections of conveyor tunnels necessitated lowering the tunnel in
section, fabricating an end plate that

one large
muld

accanmodate an exhaust duct, and then sepa-

rating the tunnel into smaller sections at floor
level.

At the selected separation point, a 15-cm

Fig. 43. Sawing of conveyor track through tunnel
opening.
Large bag-out ports were sealed by Introducing
a steel plate into the box, then using a bolt to
tighten the

external plate onto

the glovebox.

Silicon rubber was used as a sealant between the
box surface and the plate.
The need to keep gloveboxes and conveyor tunnels under vacuun resulted in designing a gloveport

dianihole was made and decontaminationand painting

vacuun

were accanplished with long-handled brushes and

port for sections which had no connection to the

tools .

process exhaust. A variac-controlledvacuun clean-

The hole was later used as an exhaust port

for the next separation.

Support rails for the

device

(Fig.

44) that served as an exhaust

er motor and a HEPA filter were used to adjust the

conveyor bucket did not always butt together at the

vacuun on the box.

separation point; hence, several tunnel sections

device then became a filtered vent for the glove-

had to be partially unbolted and separated enough

box , allowing the box to go through temperature

to allow

sawing the rails with a hacksaw blade

(Fig. 43).

When the box was isolated, the

changes during temporary storage without becoming
pressurized and releasing plutoniun contamination.

Glovebox separation areas were cleaned with a

Almost every glovebox had a bottcinprotuber-

commercial spray detergent introduced into the

ance of one kind or another. Since working safely

glovebox system in a l-t, plastic spray bottle.

under a glovebox was very difficult sane protuber-

After cleaning, the surface was spray-painted with

ances were allowed to remain with the glovebox and

enamel, also

introduced in

a

spray container.

Usually four coats of enamel were applied.

The

last coat was applied just before the separation.
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were protected by a metal framework (Fig. 45) which
can easily be removed when the glovebox is processed at a size reduction facility.

..

..

SILASTIC—1

..

I-Hv.FILTER
Fig. 44. Gloveport vacuun device.

Fig. 46.

Confinementchamber for scarifying.

finement chanber was constructed using a glovebox
section (Fig 46).
Numerous tests were conducted with a floortype scarifier. By covering the floor with a thin
layer of water or water-detergentmixture and vacU~ing

immediately after scarifying,

very

high

levels of plutoniun contamination could be scarified without spreading contaminationor creating an
airborne problem (Fig. 47).
Fig. 45.

Protectivemetal framework attached to
glovebox bottom.

The effectiveness of scarifying was ccxnpared
to

B.

Concrete Surfaces

Since Los Alamos

experience was primarily limited to using acids,

.-.

using

abrasives, acid

solutions, and

paint

removers.

The project required decontamination of 5300
m’ of concrete slab floors.

This method was used

to decontaminate over 3500 m2 of concrete surfaces.

Scarifying proved to be the safest and
most cost effective.7 Identifying highly contaminated areas with the phoswich detector, scarifying
them, then scarifying the entire floor using the

paint removers, and pneumatic chippers on small

floor model soon became standard practice.

areas, new techniques had to be developed for large

pass removed approximately 0.5 cm.

areas.

for cracks or bolt holes, two or three passes

. .and

Each

Usually, except

Early in the project single-head, hand-held

removed all contamination.

seven-head, floor-type pneumatic scarifying

or anchors used for supporting gloveboxes and other

Removal of bolt plugs

tools were purchased and experimentation began in

equipnent required removal with a hand-held air

isolated areas.

chisel.

To eliminate the ~ssible spread

of contamination. an enclosed HEPA-filtered con-

Room 213 in Building 2, for example, had

600 bolt plugs and anchors. Some 125 m of metal
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be more ccinplete,and to minimize injuries such as
acid burns, cut fingers, eto.

\4$

1

D.

Plaster Walla and Ceilings
Most wall surfaces were plaster on metal lath.

Early in the project, paint remover was used to try
to save the plaster, but the many steps required to
apply the renover, scrape it off, check the surfaces, and then repeat this process several times
made it easier and more econcxnicalto remove and
replace the plaster.

Paint was removed from a

total of 270 m2 of wall surface and 427 m2 of
plaster were removed.
A very useful contamination control aid usad
while scarifying or chipping contaminated plaster
and paint was a filtered vacuun cleaning system
which could be ~sitioned to collect chips and dust
Fig. 47.

Removal of concrete surxace.

from the operation. The 200-

(55-gal) drun which

served as a trap was later sealed and used as the
stripping used to cover expansion joints in the
concrete

floors were also removed.

The ends were

loosened with a pneunatic chisel and pried loose

primary waste dis~sal

container (Fig. 48).

The

vacuum cleaner was a ccxnmerciallyavailable, air
operated, HEPA-filtered system.

with a crowbar. The remaining cracks were usually
highly contaminated;hence, they were spray painted
and cleaned

with a hand-held

scarifier

after

strip

Waste management aspects of the operation were
directed by an onsite representative from the Lab-

removal .
The single-head

VII. WASTE MANAGEMENT

was used on some of

scarlfier

the concrete stub walls.

oratoryfs Waste Management Group, H-7.

Although using a single-

head model was time consuning, it was effective and
met all the needs of this project. By keeping the
surface wet, scarifying could be done without airborne contamination problems.
c.

Metal Surfaces
Decontaminating metal

structural

supports,

wall sheeting, etc., depended on contamination,
finish (painted vs unpainted), and the value of the
item.
Structural supports in relatively clean areas
such as attios were damp mopped or wiped using
water and detergent solution.

Ketal wall parti-

tions with fixed contamination were decontaminated
when possible by using paint removers or dilute HC1
solutions with abrasive cleaners.

“.

Generally, for

fixed contamination, detergents were ineffective,

-. .

paint remover sanewhat effective, and HC1 solutions
and abrasives very effective, removing approximately 80% of the contamination. Highly contaminated walls were removed to save time and costs, to

Fig. 48.

Device used to collect plaster and paint
chips.

When practical, room trash was packaged in

(boo-gal) trailer, for delivery to the treatment

0.05-m3 cardboard boxes and surveyed for retriev-

plant.

ability in a Multiple Energy Gamma Assay System

tions were vacuumed into a 20-!

Counter* (Fig. 49).

Nonretrievable waste totaling

7426 m3 was sent to TA-54 in plastic-lined,tarpau-

Solutions from the glovebox washing opera-

analyzed fOr

plutoniun before

cylinder

punping

to

and
the

trailer.

lin-covered trucks or Dempster Dunpster waste containers.

..

Waste with over 10 nCi 239Pu or 100 nCi 238pu
per gram of waste was packaged and placed in approved TRU storage containers and trucked to TA-54.

a

Retrievable waste generated by this operation con-

.

sisted of 1488 m~ of gloveboxes and conveyor tun
nels (Fig. 50): 166 m3 of pipe, duct, etc. (Fig.
51); and 104 m3 of soil.
One hundred and two cubic meters of gloveboxes
packaged in bolted metal containers were sent to
TA-50-37 for future size reduction studies.
Each load of waste sent to TA-54 for dispsal
or storage was acccinpaniedby a Laboratory Radioactive Solid Waste Dispcsal Record Form.2
Liquid wastes were

treated at an on-site
industrial waste treatment plant.9 Refore removing
of the acid wells, liquids were poured down the
drains located in the janitor closets in each
building.

With the removal of the acid wells and

associated piping, liquids were vacuuned into 200-1
(55-gal) drums and later pumped into a 2000-I

Fig. 50.

Glovebox section in 20-year storage
container.

Fig. 51.

Twenty-year storage container with miscellaneous pipe.

. ..

. .“

Fig. 49. Multi Energy Gamma Assay System.
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TABLE 11

VIII. COSTS
lhe project required three years and a total
COSt

SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR THE DP WEST
PLUTONIUM DECONTAMINATIONPROJECT

of $4,418,400. Table I illustrates the craft

aPPlfCatiOn and time required to accomplish this
task.

Costs

Health physics personnel time as shown in

the table covers final surveys only.

Table II

lists the costs for each of the participating

1977

NATIONAL
LOS ALA140S

1.3 lq8.5 ::;.:
0.0

E

Many Los Alanos National Laboratory and Zia
Canpany personnel contributed to the success of
this decontamination effort.

MATERIAL
General
Supplies
Fiberglass
Saxes
Totals

in

Thousands

1980

of

1981

$a

TOTAL

LABORATORY

H-Oivision

21A CU4PANY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

1979

C14B-Division
ENC. wX,

organizationsand supplies.

1978

43.5

416.1
180.3

93.0 1132.5
5.9 .394.1

68:2

62.3

1.4

133.6

0.0

144.8

767.9

1190.4

110.7

2213.8

19.7
0.0

55.7
0.0

66.7
98.8

50.6
169.1

63.2
20.6

255.9
288.5

21.0

394.2

1639.6

2068.8

294.8

4418.4

0.0
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APPENDIX A
GLOVEBOX ACID WASH PROCEDURE

Washing a glovebox requires a minimun crew of tm
decontamination technicians and a health physics

Acid Wash

1. Mix acid solution, 20% HNO

- 3% HF, in a
3
Transport to work area in a

technician.

ventilated hood.

Preparation

capped plastic carboy.

1.

Make sure the crafts have canpleted discon-

Transfer 3 or 4 liters of acid solution‘into

2.

punp reservoir.

necting the utilities and the tinner craftsmen
have installed flex duct and an in-line filter

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

9.

Pay particular attention to

in the exhaust system.

ing at the top.

window gaskets. When wash cycle ia completed,

least 1/2 in of H20, when measured by a magne-

let solution drain down the sides and collect

helic gauge.

on the bottom.
remove loose items from around

Allow 20-30 minutes.

Record

anount of acid solution used.

the glovebox, clean area, lay plastic sheeting

4.

Vacuun out as much acid solution as practical.

on the floor and surrounding surfaces.

5.

Add tap water to pump reservoir and spray

entrance.

6.

Vacum

ciut

Equip with hand-foot counter, clean booties,

7.

Repeat

steps

spare coveralls, rubber gloves, etc.

8.

When vacuum holding tanks are full, draw a

interior of box.

Isolate area with barriers and signs.
station

Establish monitoring

at

Record amount of water used.

water.
2

thru

6, two times.

2-MI sanple and submit to H-7 for analysis.

Position equipnent, check operation of punp

analysis request form indicate total anount

and vacuun system.

On

Drill two l/2-inch holes into face of glove-

of solution represented by sample.

box , insert approximately 1.5 m of

8.

Activate punp and spray interior of box start-

3.

Check the glovebox vacuun: it should be at

Prepare area:

plastic

Change glovebox gloves for NaI survey (nunber

9.

tubing into box and epoxy in place.

and location of gloves to be changed will be

Bag epoxy and/or silastic sealants into glove-

determined by survey analyst). During change,

box.

bag out old gloves and e~xy

Seal all openings, i.e., bag-out port covers,

off exposed ends of wash and vacuun tubes and

furnace covers, etc.

seal ends.

10. Allow epoxy or silastic time to set; overnight

.. .

containers.

Cut

10. After NaI survey, install plastic gloveport
plugs.

should be adequate.

—
APPENDIX B
DETERMINING RESIDUAL PLUTON1’UMIN GLOVEBOXES
USING NaI DETECTION SYSTEM

I.

The entire system remains external of the glovebox

INTRODUCTION
This

technique

detector

for

smitted

during

uses

detecting
the

an NaI

the

decay

scintillation

low-energy photons
of

the

transuranic

and measurements are made by placing the probe into
a clean unleaded glove and aiming it at the surface
of interest. Photon transmission through the glove

radionuclides. For plutonlun assay, the decay of x

is better than 70% for photon energies above 15

rays (energies approximately 17 keV) are monitored.

keV.

For 241Am the decay 60-keV ganma ray is detected.

28
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The electronics package consists of a photo-

centered near channel 60

multiplier tube base and preamplifier, a highVoltage

power

by the chanel 10-25 ROI, the other

covered

channel 45-69

supply, and a Davidson Model 1056

the

multichannel analyzer.

and covered by the

Further, the counts in

ROI.

45-69 ROI

should be

roughly equal

(~lo%) with the 10-25 ROI slightly higher.
II.

The gain on the Model 1056 will occasion-

PROCEDURE
o

Prepare

a

map

of

the

glovebox showing

ally need to be changed to center the 17and 60-keV peaks.

dimensions with actual measurements,deter.1

mine where clean gloves are needed to allow

;

o

o

monitoring without significant overlapping,

surface distance.

—+10% of actual surface area.
The Model 1056 analyzer has easily set

count, at each location, repeat until all
eight memory

TtRegiOnSof Interestit(ROI) for integrating
peaks or other groups of channels.

held in separate memory subgroups, allowing
ccmpariaon between measurements and

Perform a

channels have

10-second

been

used.

Record counts for each channel, erase, and

up to

continue until all locations have been surveyed.

eight spectra of 128 channels each may be
o

Survey location and counts obtained are
transferred to an 80-colunn entry form and

the

holding of data for later transcription.

submitted

Spectra are shown on the small display
Set six ROI, one for each set of

The final results will be in
Center.
2
nCi/cm . llIisnunber is then multiplied by

channels 4-8, 10-25, 27-31, 39-43, 45-60,

5 or 9 depending on the extent of decontam-

scope.

o

Frcm map, determine location and probe to

to

the

Laboratory

Computer

71-75, in all eight of the 128-channel

ination the box received prior to the sur-

memories.

vey.

An 8.54 Ci
bration.

241
Am source is used for caliThe display scope will show two

peaks, one centered near channel 17 and

o

Final nCi/g values are obtained by applying
the nCi/cm2 value to the glovebox surface
area and weight.

. ..

e :
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